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footpath; in many cases the ducts are laid in new housing estate
and it is easy to adapt the top slab of the square culvert as part (
the footpath—this gives a credit to the service, equivalent to th
cost of flagging.
The system may vary between a two-pipe, three-pipe, and a 4
pipe, and this affects the width of the duct. Fig. 137 shows a due
for a four-pipe system which the Author designed for use in footpatl:
of private streets in Urmston.
It is essential that the culvert should be connected to gullies c
surface-water drains at intervals so that any water leaking in, eithe
from the pipes or from outside, can drain away.
If a cross fall and channel at one side is formed on the floor of th
duct and there is also a little longitudinal gradient, water will ge
away easily.
The top slabs are easily moved for access purposes.
Thrust Borer.
This apparatus enables horizontal borings to be made withou
disturbance of the road surface, excepting, of course, the sinking fo
the starting point. It is possible to make borings 50 yd. in lengt]
from one setting and to thread in 6-in. earthenware pipes; in th
case of small-diameter pipes the process, in suitable ground, is ver
rapid and economical. It is very convenient to use for passing unde
tramway tracks and busy thoroughfares where traffic cannot easil;
be interrupted. It is necessary to make careful enquiries regardin)
all existing mains before using this apparatus, in order that the bore
will not foul them in the process of boring.
Use of Duct Tubing.
This process concerns the formation of pipe-holes or tubes ii
concrete laid in situ. An inflated rubber tube is laid at the requirec
level, concrete being poured around it; after setting, the tube ii
deflated and withdrawn. It would seem possible to form these smal
pipe-conduits in the concrete channels or in concrete below the kerb
also ductings can be laid across a concrete carriage-way; example!
of this are shown in Fig. 128. These ducts could be provided, a1
little cost, well ahead of possible requirements for lighting or G.P.O
cables, for example.
reinstatement op bituminous ob tabbed macadam
el the absence of subways for mains, and with insufficient foot-
path apace to eliminate the necessity for laying underground mains
in the carriage-way, the reinstatement of road surfaces after distur-

